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Abstract: Background: There is some evidence showing significant correlations between acute
chewing gum and orofacial function, and between acute chewing gum and cognitive function;
however, as far as we are aware, little is known about the chronic effects of chewing gum training
on cognitive and orofacial functions in healthy adults. Objectives: To evaluate the chronic effects
of chewing gum training on orofacial and cognitive functions in healthy adults. Method: Searches
of the electronic databases PubMed, Scopus, BVS, CENTRAL, Scopus, and Google Scholar were
conducted from inception to 14 January 2020. The inclusion criteria used were: clinical trial or
randomized controlled trial lasting a minimum of four weeks, chewing gum intervention in at least
one arm of the study, presence of a non-exercise control group, study population consisting of healthy
adults, study outcomes consisting of orofacial function and/or cognitive function. Results: Starting
from 5973 sources, a total of six articles met the inclusion criteria, and they were subjected to a
systematic review. The main findings were that chewing gum training improved some variables
related to orofacial function. No clear effect of chewing gum training on cognitive function was found.
Conclusions: Chronic chewing gum training has an unclear positive effect on specific variables related
to orofacial and cognitive function in healthy adults.
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1. Introduction

Chewing is a process generated by the central pattern generator in the brain stem [1], which
involves rhythmic opening and closing of the jaw with coordinated movements of tongue, lips ad
cheeks [2,3]. Moreover, the tongue helps in transferring the food to the right and left of the molars
during chewing, and an expressive tongue pressure is necessary to form a bolus in the preparatory and
oral stages of swallowing, and to transfer it to the pharynx [4]. Thus, for performing an oral function,
it seems that the strength of the extraoral and intraoral muscles that support the mastication process is
essential [5].

Also, chewing gum by itself might lead to positive behavioral changes in healthy individuals [6,7].
Indeed, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis reported that there is a modest link between
chewing gum and sustained attention in healthy adults [8]. Furthermore, there is evidence suggesting
that chewing gum appears to enhance driving performance during a sustained attention driving task in
a driving simulator [9] and that chewing gum may be an easy way to increase student performance [10].

Hirano and Onozuka [11] showed in a systematic review study that acute chewing gum could
influence levels of alertness and sustained attention in vigilance tasks; however, it seems that the
chewing gum effect might be influenced by time-on-task effect and do not last so long, 15–20 [12] to
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30 min [13]. Furthermore, this effect on memory performance appears most visible when information
is presented in a non-verbal way [14].

Possible explanations for the effect of chewing gum on cognitive function may be related to
a bilateral increases of neuronal activity within some areas of the brain (e.g., sensorimotor cortex,
supplementary motor area, prefrontal cortex, insula, cerebellum, and thalamus) [15,16], as well as an
increased release of insulin and an increased cerebral blood flow [7,14,15,17]. Shiba et al. [18] also
found suppression of the parasympathetic nervous activity and/or enhancement of the sympathetic
nervous activity for the heart of healthy adults after chewing gum. Thus, it seems that chewing gum
might play a role in the modulation of autonomic nervous activity in healthy adults. Farella et al. [19]
found a significant increase in heart rate (11 beats/min), systolic blood pressure (14 mmHg), and
masseter and anterior temporalis muscle activity when participants chewed a hard gum. Moreover,
the increase in heart rate and systolic blood pressure remained significantly elevated after 10 min of
recovery from exercise.

Wilkinson et al. [7] reported an improvement in simple reaction time measures after mimicked
chewing when compared to gum-chewing and non-chewing control conditions. On the other hand,
the authors did not find any significant change in choice reaction time and vigilance measures across
the mimicked chewing, gum-chewing, and non-chewing control conditions. However, clinical studies
are needed to improve existing protocols and reduce confounding effects (e.g., gum formulation,
constituents, and intensity and frequency of chewing). Although previous studies found significant
correlations between chewing gum and cognitive function [20] and there is a debate about the
effects of chewing gum on cognitive functioning (e.g., learning and memory) [21] and orofacial
function [22] in healthy adults, there are, so far as we are aware, no firm data about the cause–effect
relationships between chronic chewing gum intervention and orofacial and cognitive function in
humans. Furthermore, little is known about the improvements in cognitive and orofacial function after
chronic chewing gum interventions in healthy adults compared to a non-exercise control group.

Therefore, taking together all this lack of information about the chronic effects of the chewing gum
training on orofacial and cognitive function, our systematic review aims to evaluate the chronic effects
of chewing training on orofacial and cognitive function in healthy adults compared to a non-exercise
control group. We hypothesized that orofacial and cognitive function would improve after chewing
training in healthy adults.

2. Methodology

The results of this systematic review are presented according to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement [23].

2.1. Search Strategy

English language searches of the electronic databases PubMed (Public/Publisher MEDLINE),
Biblioteca Virtual em Saúde (BVS), Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Scopus,
and Google Scholar were conducted from inception to 14 January 2020 by two authors (R.V. and
W.S). Furthermore, Portuguese language searches of the electronic databases Biblioteca Virtual em
Saúde (BVS) and Google Scholar were conducted by two authors (R.V. and W.S.). There were no
restrictions on the publication period. Articles were retrieved from electronic databases combining
the following words: (i) (healthy adults OR adults OR healthy volunteers OR healthy individuals OR
healthy participants) AND (ii) (chewing OR chewing training OR chewing exercise OR mastication
OR mastication training OR mastication exercise OR eating OR eating training OR eating exercise)
AND (iii) (orofacial function OR orofacial strength OR mouth function OR tongue function OR tongue
strength OR lingual strength OR muscle strength OR brain OR brain function OR nervous system OR
central nervous system OR CNS OR swallowing OR swallowing function OR cognition OR memory
OR learning OR attention OR spatial OR executive functions). Initially, titles and abstracts of identified
studies were checked for relevance by one author (R.V.). If the abstracts meet the criteria, two authors
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(R.V. and W.S.) independently reviewed the full text of potentially eligible studies. Any disagreement
between the authors for inclusion was resolved by a third author (C.L.). Additional studies were
identified via hand-searching and reviewing the reference lists of relevant papers. There was an
agreement of 76.9% on the full text studies that should be included and excluded. Remaining studies
were examined by a third author (C.L.).

All these steps were performed within three weeks. Figure 1 presents the flow of papers through
the study selection process.
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2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The following criteria had to be met for inclusion: chronic clinical trial or randomized controlled
trial lasting a minimum of four weeks, chewing gum intervention in at least one arm of the study,
presence of a non-exercise control group, study population of healthy adults (≥18 years), study
outcomes of orofacial function and/or cognitive function. Textbooks, textbook sections, letters to the
editor, conference abstracts, technical notes, guidelines, opinion articles, and reviews were excluded
from this review. Only full-text studies published in English, Portuguese, or Spanish were included.
There were no limitations for the year of publication.

2.3. Data Extraction

All data were extracted from the studies by two authors (R.V. and W.S.) using a pre-piloted form
and included: (i) participant details (sample size, age (average, range, age groups), and sex); (ii) study
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methods (instrumental assessment and exercise intervention characteristics (gum characteristics, mouth
side, pace of chewing, time of the day, intervention period, session duration and weekly frequency));
and (iii) study results.

2.4. Study Quality and Risk of Bias Assessment

Two authors (R.V. and W.S.) independently assessed the risk of bias of included studies using
the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing the risk of bias [24], including detection, attrition,
reporting, and other sources of bias. Study quality was independently assessed by two authors (R.V.
and W.S.) using the Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale [25], an 11-item scale that assesses
methodological quality in randomized and non-randomized trials by rating them from 0 to 10. A score
of 6 represents the threshold score for studies of high quality. Specifically, studies scoring 9 or 10 on
the PEDro scale were considered methodologically to be of “excellent” quality, scores ranging from 6
to 8 were considered to be of “good” quality, studies scoring 4 or 5 were of “fair” quality and studies
scoring below 4 were felt to be of “poor” quality [26]. There was an agreement of 75.2% and 85.1%
on study quality and risk of bias assessment, respectively. Any discrepancies were resolved through
discussion and when necessary by a third author (C.L.).

2.5. Strategy for Data Synthesis

A narrative synthesis of included studies was planned following guidelines from the Cochrane
Collaboration [27]. Due to the inclusion of studies considering a range of independent variables (i.e.,
training, week frequency, etc.), they were grouped based upon these, and then their findings interpreted
and synthesized concerning their designs and both strengths and weaknesses. The focus was given
to the results of statistical tests reported by the authors of included studies (i.e., null hypothesis
significance testing). From the interpretation of these strengths/limitations and knowledge of the wider
literature/field, the synthesis was aimed to provide conclusions regarding the research question: does
chewing training improve orofacial and cognitive functions in healthy adults?

3. Results

3.1. Included Studies

The search strategy retrieved 5973 records. After the deduplication examination, 1802 studies
were excluded from the review process. Then, 4158 studies were excluded after the first screening
and title and/or abstract analysis. Thirteen full-text copies of the remaining studies were obtained
and subjected to further evaluation. After reading full-text copies, seven studies were excluded from
this systematic review due to the following reasons: (i) one studied was performed in adolescents’
individuals [10]; (ii) four studies did not evaluate orofacial or cognitive functions [28–31]; (iii) one
study [32] did not present a non-exercise control group or other intervention groups for comparison to
the chewing intervention group; and (iv) one study performed an acute chewing intervention [33].
Therefore, at the end of the process, six publications meeting the eligibility criteria were included
for qualitative analysis [34–39], of which five studies evaluated orofacial function [34–38], and one
study evaluated cognitive function [39]. The diagram flow of study selection and specific reasons for
exclusion in the systematic review is presented in Figure 1.

3.2. Participant Characteristics

Overall, 140 participants were included in the systematic review. Fifty-three and 87 participants
were included in the cognition function and orofacial function qualitative analysis, respectively. Three
studies used the same participants [34–36]. One of five studies included in the orofacial function
qualitative analysis examined men (Experiment 1) [37] exclusively, while the remaining studies (n = 4)
assessed a mixed-sex sample [34–37]. The only study included in the qualitative cognition analysis
examined a mixed-sex sample [39]. Participants’ age of the orofacial included studies ranged from 20
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to 31 years [34–37]. The study included in the qualitative cognition analysis examined older adults [39].
Participants’ characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

3.3. Intervention Characteristics

3.3.1. Orofacial Function

All studies applied a between-group study design, in which chewing gum interventions were
compared with a non-chewing gum control group (no exercise) [34–38]. Although three studies
measured different orofacial function outcomes, it seems that the author used the same study
population [34–36]. Three studies used chewing gum intervention during four weeks [35–37] and one
study for three months [38]. All studies applied chewing gum training sessions every day over the
study intervention period [34–38]. The session time ranged from 15 min (three short sessions of five
minutes over the same day) [38] to 60 min [34–36]. For all studies, participants performed the training
daily. Four studies used hard chewing gum for the chewing gum intervention [34–36,38], while one
study used a tooth brushing gum [37]. None study reported other gum characteristics (e.g., size [mm],
flavor, and adherence [Newtons]) and the pace of chewing [34–38]. Only one study reported the mouth
side (left side, right side, or both sides) used for chewing gum [38], in which participants were oriented
to alternate chewing gum between ten times on the left and ten times on the right mouth side. Three
studies reported that chewing gum sessions were performed mostly after meals [34–36], one study
before or after the daily meals [37], and one did not report when chewing gum sessions occurred [38].
None of the studies reported compliance with chewing gum training. Chewing gum interventions are
summarized in Table 2.

3.3.2. Cognitive Function

The only study that evaluated cognitive function applied between-group study design, in which
chewing gum intervention (session time of 30 min [three times of 10 min], every day over three months)
was compared with a non-chewing gum control group (no exercise) [39]. Participants were required to
chew mint-flavored sugar-free chewing gum. Participants recorded their chewing compliance through
monthly calendars, and interim phone calls were made to all participants at day about one and two
months after started the chewing gum training to enhance motivation and reinforce study retention.
Chewing gum interventions are summarized in Table 2.

3.4. Orofacial Function Assessment

All studies measured different orofacial function variables (Table 3). One study [34] calculated the
masticatory efficiency that was calculated using the weight of the almond before (A) and the weight
of the pieces of the almond collected after the masticatory test (B), using the formula: Masticatory
efficiency = (A − B)/A × 100. One study measured the clinical dysfunction index, mean postural EMG
activity of the anterior and posterior temporal and masseter muscles, mean EMG activity of the anterior
and posterior temporal and masseter muscles during maximal clenching in the intercuspal position,
and the mean relative loading of the anterior and posterior temporal and masseter muscles [35]. One
study [36] measured maximal and mean bite force and endurance. The previously mentioned variables
of orofacial function were measured two weeks before start the chewing intervention, on the first
day, and after chewing training [34–36]; however, for this systematic review, we adopted the values
measured on the first day of chewing training as the baseline values. Furthermore, one study [37]
measured the anterior, posterior, and total occlusion contact force, as well anterior, posterior and total
average occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2), and one study [38] measured the maximum tongue and
cheek pressure (kPa) using a tongue pressure measurement device (JMS Co., Hiroshima, Japan).
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Table 1. Study design and characteristics of the participants of the included studies.

Study (Year) Study Design Group Mean Age & Range (Years) #Subject (Sex) Type of Training Main Outcomes

Orofacial function studies
Tzakis et al. (1989) [34] Between-group Training NR (20 to 31) 15 (10W, 7M) * Chewing gum Masticatory efficiency

Control NR (20 to 31) 8 (4W, 4M) No exercise
Tzakis et al. (1994) [35] Between-group Training NR (20 to 31) 15 £ (10W, 7M) * Chewing gum Clinical examination and

EMG recordings ¥Control NR (20 to 31) 8 (4W, 4M) No exercise
Kiliaridis et al. (1995) [36] Between-group Training NR (20 to 31) 13 £ (10W, 7M) * Chewing gum Maximal bite force and

enduranceControl NR (20 to 31) 8 (4W, 4M) No exercise
Masumoto et al. (2009) [37] Between-group Training NR 35 (9W, 26M) Chewing gum

Vertical occlusionControl NR 5 (NR) No exercise

Takahashi and Satoh (2019) [38]
Between-group
(Experiment 1)

Training 24.4 ± 1.9 12 (12M) Chewing gum Maximum tongue pressure
and cheek pressureControl 24.3 ± 2.1 12 (12M) No exercise

Cognitive function studies

Kim et al. (2019) [39] RCT
Training 61 (NR) 24 (11W, 13M) Chewing gum Pattern separation and

recognition memoryControl 57 (NR) 29 (14W, 15M) No exercise

W, women; M, men; NR, not reported. EMG, electromyography. RCT, randomized controlled trial. * Total number of men and women participants at the beginning of the study. £ Two
participants were excluded from EMG analysis, resulting in 13 participants. ¥ Clinical examination was performed through mandibular movement and the Helkimo clinical dysfunction
index [40], and EMG recordings were composed by postural EMG activity, EMG activity during maximal clenching in the intercuspal position, and the mean relative loading.

Table 2. Characteristics of the chewing intervention performed by healthy participants in the included studies.

Study Type of Gum Mouth Side Time of the Day Period Weekly Frequency Time Session (min)

Orofacial function studies
Tzakis et al. (1989) [34] Special hard chewing-gum NR Preferable after meals 4 weeks 7× 60
Tzakis et al. (1994) [35] Special hard chewing-gum NR Preferable after meals 4 weeks 7× 60

Kiliaridis et al. (1995) [36] Special hard chewing gum NR Preferable after meals 4 weeks 7× 60
Masumoto et al. (2009) [37] Tooth brushing gum NR Before or after the 3 daily meals 4 weeks 7× 30–45 (3 × 10–15 min)

Takahashi and Satoh (2019) [38] Hard chewing gum Alternating between
10× on each side NR 3 months 7× 15 (3 × 5 min)

Cognitive function studies

Kim et al. (2019) [39] Sugar free chewing gum NR
Between 6 am and 12 pm;

13 pm and 6 pm; and 6 pm and
12 pm

90 days 7× 30 (3 × 10 min)

NR, not reported.
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Table 3. Summary of the main results of the included studies.

Study Variable Group n Pre
Mean Pre SD Post

Mean Post SD Mean Change
(%Change) p-Value

Orofacial function studies
Tzakis et al.
(1989) [34]

Masticatory efficiency (%) Training 15 71.0 † 6.1 † 73.0 † 7.1 † 2.1 (2.9) £ NS
Control 8 71.0 † 8.3 † 72.0 † 8.3 † 1.0 (1.5) £ NS

Tzakis et al.
(1994) [35]

Mean postural EMG activity of the posterior temporal muscle (µV) Training 13 10.2 † 10.5 ‡ 8.3 † 7.5 ‡ −1.9 (−18.6) £ NS
Control 8 7.9 † 4.7 ‡ 8.8 † 9.5 ‡ 0.9 (11.4) £ NS

Mean postural EMG activity of the anterior temporal muscle (µV) Training 13 3.6 † 2.6 ‡ 3.4 † 2.5 ‡ −0.2 (−5.6) £ NS
Control 8 4.2 † 4.0 ‡ 3.3 † 2.8 ‡ −0.9 (−21.4) £ NS

Mean postural EMG activity of the masseter muscle (µV) Training 13 1.8 † 1.1 ‡ 1.6 † 0.7 ‡ −0.2 (−11.1) £ NS
Control 8 2.2 † 0.8 ‡ 2.9 † 2.2 ‡ 0.7 (31.8) £ NS

Mean EMG activity of the posterior temporal muscle during maximal
clenching in the intercuspal position (µV)

Training 13 192.9 † 68.2 ‡ 251.6 † 86.4 ‡ 58.7 (30.4) £ NS
Control 8 158.3 † 51.7 ‡ 175.3 † 76.7 ‡ 17.0 (10.7) £ NS

Mean EMG activity of the anterior temporal muscle during maximal
clenching in the intercuspal position (µV)

Training 13 282.5 † 141.4 ‡ 276.3 † 148.0 ‡ −6.2 (−2.2) £ NS
Control 8 349.3 † 97.1 ‡ 332.1 † 123.1 ‡ −17.2 (−4.9) £ NS

Mean EMG activity of the masseter muscle during maximal clenching
in the intercuspal position (µV)

Training 13 201.3 † 186.4 ‡ 160.0 † 130.1 ‡ −41.3 (−20.5) £ NS
Control 8 185.5 † 117.0 ‡ 144.2 † 58.5 ‡ −41.3 (−22.3) £ NS

The mean relative loading of the posterior temporal muscle ¥ Training 13 7.8 11.8 3.9 3.8 −3.9 (−50.0) £ NS
Control 8 5.7 3.7 5.8 6.7 0.1 (1.8) £ NS

The mean relative loading of the ¥ anterior temporal muscle
Training 13 2.1 2.7 1.6 1.1 0.5 (−23.8) £ NS
Control 8 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 −0.1 (−7.7) £ NS

The mean relative loading of the masseter muscle ¥ Training 13 2.3 2.7 1.6 1.1 −0.7 (−30.4) £ NS
Control 8 1.9 1.5 2.0 1.0 0.1 (5.3) £ NS

Kiliaridis et al.
(1995) [36]

Maximal bite force (N) Training 13 573 173 673 162 100 (17.5) £ <0.001
Control 8 676 192 710 191 34 (5.0) £ NS

Mean bite force for 10 s (N) Training 13 448 158 518 124 70 (15.6) £ <0.01
Control 8 573 201 561 198 −12 (−2.1) £ NR

Endurance time (seconds) Training 13 40.0 19.0 38.4 15.7 −1.6 (−4.0) £ NS
Control 8 26.4 15.9 19.7 17.7 −6.7 (−25.4) £ NR

Masumoto
et al.

(2009) [37]

Anterior occlusal contact force (N) Training 35 218.1 29.5 266.5 39.4 48.4 (25.0) <0.05
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Posterior occlusal contact force (N) Training 35 954.5 68.1 1101.8 64.7 147.3 (18.5) <0.05
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Total occlusal contact force (N) Training 35 1172.5 83.6 1367.4 79.5 194.9 (19.1) <0.05
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NS

Anterior average occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2)
Training 35 37.9 5.7 34.9 5.4 −3.0 (−7.9) £ NS
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Posterior average occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2)
Training 35 36.3 6.1 34.6 4.2 −1.7 (−4.7) £ NS
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR

Total average occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2)
Training 35 36.4 5.8 34.6 4.1 −1.8 (−5.0) £ NS
Control 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR
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Table 3. Cont.

Study Variable Group n Pre
Mean Pre SD Post

Mean Post SD Mean Change
(%Change) p-Value

Takahashi and
Satoh

(2019) [38]

Maximum tongue pressure (kPa) Training 12 40.1 † 16.9 † 51.0 † 15.5 † 10.9 (27.1) £ <0.01
Control 12 40.9 † 22.5 † 40.9 † 23.1 † 0.0 (0.0) £ NS

Cheek pressure (kPa) Training 12 15.4 † 7.0 † 19.3 † 8.3 † 3.9 (25.2) £ <0.01
Control 12 15.2 † 5.2 † 15.5 † 6.4 † 0.3 (2.1) £ NS

Cognitive function studies

Kim et al.
(2019) [39]

Lure discrimination index
Training 23 0.27 NR 0.21 NR −0.06 (−22.2) £ NS
Control 28 0.25 NR 0.24 NR −0.01 (−4.0) £ NS

Recognition score Training 23 0.70 NR 0.81 NR 0.11 (17.7) £ <0.05
Control 28 0.82 NR 0.79 NR −0.03 (−3.7) £ NS

SD, standard deviation; EMG, electromyography; NR, not reported; NS, non-significant. £ Percentage change was estimated dividing post mean value by pre mean value and then
multiplying by 100. ¥ Mean relative loading was calculated as the percentage of ratio between postural and maximal clenching EMG activity. † Extrapolated from graph through an online
software (WebPlotDigitizer). ‡ Standard error of the mean (SEM) values were extrapolated from graph and SEM was converted to SD using SD = SEM × Sqrtˆn.
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3.5. Cognitive Function Assessment

The only study which measured cognitive function [39] applied a mnemonic similarity task, which
quantitatively measures pattern separation and recognition memory performance in humans. This
cognition test consists of two separate phases (encoding task and memory task) using a series of color
photographs of everyday objects on a white background. The authors used the lure discrimination
index and recognition score, as suggested by Stark et al. [6], to evaluate the change in cognition after
the chewing intervention period. Briefly, the authors reported that the lure discrimination index and
the recognition score provide information about the pattern separation performance and recognition
memory performance, respectively. The first one is represented by the difference between the rates of
‘similar’ responses given to lure items minus ‘similar’ responses given to foils, while the second one is
represented by the rate of ‘old’ responses given to repeat items minus ‘old’ responses given to foils.

3.6. Main Results

3.6.1. Orofacial Function

Tzakis et al. [34] found no significant change in masticatory performance either in the chewing
group or control group after the intervention study period (four weeks). Tzakis et al. [35] found
that the chewing intervention group had a significant reduction (p < 0.01) in the clinical dysfunction
index during the training period, although it was back at the baseline level at the end chewing
training intervention. The authors did not report the statistical results for the control group (baseline ×
post-intervention period). Furthermore, they did not find any within-group changes in the EMG activity
and mean relative loading of the measured muscles (anterior and posterior temporal and masseter
either in the postural position or during maximal clenching) either in the chewing intervention group
or control group. Kiliaridis et al. [36] found a significant increase in the maximal bite force (+17.5%)
and mean bite force for 10 s (+15.6%) in the experimental group after the training period but not in the
control group. Furthermore, the authors found no significant increase in the endurance time after the
training period, either for the intervention group or the control group. Masumoto et al. [37] found a
significant increase in the anterior (25.0%), posterior (18.5%) and total occlusal contact force (19.1%),
and a significant reduction in the anterior average (−7.9%), posterior average (−4.7%) and total average
occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2) (−5.0%) only for the chewing intervention group. Four [34–37] of the
five studies which measured some variable related to orofacial function did not perform between-group
analysis to identify possible differences between the chewing intervention group versus control group
for the investigated variables. Only one study [38] performed a between-groups analysis. The authors
found a significant increase in the maximum tongue pressure (27.1%) and cheek pressure (25.2%) in the
experimental group when compared to the control group. Table 3 shows a summary of the orofacial
function results reported in the included studies.

3.6.2. Cognitive Function

The only study which evaluated cognitive function after chewing intervention [39] found a
significant increase in the recognition score but not lure discrimination index in the chewing intervention
group when compared to a control group. Table 3 shows a summary of the cognitive function results.
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3.7. Study Quality and Risk of Bias

Three [34,35,38] of the studies which evaluated orofacial function presented “fair” quality (score:
4–5/10), and the other two studies [36,37] presented a “poor” quality (score: 3/10). The study which
evaluated cognitive function [39] presented a “fair” quality (score: 5/10). All included studies satisfied
criteria 8 (measures of at least one key outcome were obtained from more than 85% of the subjects
initially allocated to groups), 9 (all subjects for whom outcome measures were available received the
treatment or control condition as allocated or, where this was not the case, data for at least one key
outcome were analyzed by “intention to treat”), and 11 (the study provides both point measures and
measures of variability for at least one key outcome). Criteria 3 (allocation concealed), 5 (blinding of all
subjects), and 6 (blinding of all therapists who administered the therapy) were not satisfied by any of
the included studies. Only one study [35] satisfied criterion 7 (blinding of all assessors who measured
at least one key outcome). Table 4 shows additional information about study quality assessment.

Overall, the risk of bias assessment through the Cochrane ‘risk of bias’ tool shows that the
included studies in this review presented an unclear risk of bias. Only one study [39] clearly stated that
randomization was performed, although there was no information about the allocation concealment.
None of the studies blinded the participants and personnel, and only one study [35] blinded the
outcome assessment. Thus, it potentially might limit the reviews’ conclusions given the limited
available data on the topic.
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Table 4. Description of studies quality based on Physiotherapy Evidence Database Scale (PEDro).

Study Eligibility
Criteria

Random
Allocation

Concealed
Allocation

Baseline
Comparability

Blind
Subjects

Blind
Therapists

Blind
Assessors

Adequate
Follow-up

Intention-to-Treat
Analysis

Between-Group
Comparisons

Point Estimates
and Variability

PEDro
Score

Orofacial function studies
Tzakis et al. (1994) [34] Y N N Y N N N Y Y N Y 4
Tzakis et al. (1994) [35] Y N N Y N N Y Y Y N Y 5

Kiliaridis et al. (1995) [36] Y N N N N N N Y Y N Y 3
Masumoto et al. (2009) [37] Y N N N N N N Y Y N Y 3

Takahashi and Satoh
(2019) [38] Y N N Y N N N Y Y Y Y 5

Cognitive function studies
Kim et al. (2019) [39] Y Y N N N N N Y Y Y Y 5

Y, yes; N, no. Eligibility criteria item does not contribute to total score.
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4. Discussion

This study reviewed systematically the effects of chronic chewing gum training on orofacial and
cognitive function in healthy adults compared to a non-exercise control group. Our main findings
were that chewing gum training improved some variables related to orofacial function (e.g., maximum
tongue pressure, cheek pressure, occlusal contact force, and maximal bite force), whereas some studies
have not found positive results on other variables (endurance time during a maximal bite force test,
masticatory efficiency and EMG activity of masticatory muscles [temporal and masseter]). Furthermore,
we found an uncertain effect of chewing gum training on cognitive function, since the two variables
(lure discrimination index and recognition score) investigated by the only study which evaluated
cognitive function had different responses.

4.1. Orofacial Function

The chewing gum training improved maximum tongue pressure, cheek pressure, occlusal contact
force, and maximal bite force, but not masticatory efficiency and EMG activity of temporal and
masseter muscles. Therefore, we present below information about all strengths and concerns about the
included studies.

Tzakis et al. [34] found no significant improvement in masticatory efficiency after four weeks of
chewing gum training. One of the possible explanations for this result may be related to the “ceiling
effect,” as the participants in the Tzakis et al. [34] study had an optimal masticatory efficiency at baseline.
In another study from Tzakis et al. group [35], no significant improvements in EMG activity of three
masticatory muscles (anterior and posterior temporal and masseter) after four weeks of chewing gum
training were found. Moreover, the chewing gum training, after seven days of 60 min of daily chewing
gum training, elicited a considerable increase in the symptoms of craniomandibular disorders-like
effects on masticatory muscles. The authors reported that it might be related to the increase and intense
use of the masticatory system with no rest period.

One year later, the same research group published another study (Kiliaridis et al. [36]) reporting
a significant increase in maximal bite force (an indicator of the functional state of the masticatory
system [41]), but not in fatigue resistance of the masticatory muscles in healthy adults. However, it is
important to highlight that in the control group of the study by Kiliaridis et al., the baseline values
of the maximal bite force were higher than those in the chewing gum training group, which might
have influenced the control group within-group analysis. The authors justified this baseline group
differences potentially due to the different sex distribution between the groups (more women in the
chewing training group). Because of that, no between-group analysis was performed, and therefore,
we do not know if the increases in maximal bite force after four weeks of daily chewing training are
different from those in the non-chewing gum training control group. Furthermore, many factors can
influence the measurement of maximal bite force, such as the presence of pain and temporomandibular
disorders, gender, age, craniofacial morphology, occlusal factors, recording devices, and measurement
techniques [41]. It is noteworthy that Tzakis et al. [34], Tzakis et al. [35], and Kiliaridis et al. [36] studies
used the same study population, and for this reason, these studies share the same limitations.

Masumoto et al. [37] found a significant increase in the occlusal contact force but not average
occlusal contact force (N/mm2) after 30–45 min of daily chewing gum training split in three different
moments of the day (before or after the meals). However, the authors did not perform any
between-group analysis, which precludes the link of the chewing gum training improvements
in occlusal contact force when compared to a non-chewing gum control group. Conversely, Takahashi
and Satoh [38] performed a study comparing the changes in maximum tongue pressure and cheek
pressure between a chewing gum group (15 min [three times of five minutes per day] of daily chewing
gum) and a non-chewing gum control group. They found a significant interaction between the group
(experimental versus control group) and time factor (baseline versus post-intervention period) for
maximum tongue pressure and cheek pressure. In simple words, Takahashi and Satoh [38] found that
the chewing gum group had a significant improvement in maximum tongue pressure (27.1%) and
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cheek pressure (25.2%) when compared to a non-chewing exercise control group. Thus, the authors
have countered for the random error influence [42].

4.2. Cognitive Function

The only study which measured cognitive function [39] evaluated the changes in cognition after
90 days of daily chewing gum training (30 min per day [three times of 10 min]), found different results
for the two cognitive function variables investigated (no change in the lure discrimination index and
increase in the recognition score). This result might be related to the fact that the baseline values of the
variable recognition score were significantly different between the chewing gum and control groups.
Therefore, the “success” of the chewing gum intervention needs to be carefully interpreted.

4.3. Strength and Limitations of the Included Studies

Strengths of this review include the comprehensive search strategy of five databases, review of
reference lists of relevant reviews and reference lists of all included trials, and the risk of bias through
the Cochrane ‘risk of bias’ tool and systematic appraisal of study quality through the PEDro scale.
On the other hand, this systematic review has some limitations that should be mentioned. Firstly,
there is a small number of included studies that evaluated the chronic effects of chewing gum training
intervention on orofacial function (n = 5), and especially on cognitive function (n = 1). Secondly, the
included studies present a “fair” quality and an unclear risk of bias (Figure 2). It is noteworthy that
none of the studies which investigated changes in orofacial function randomized the participants for
the experimental (chewing gum) or control group (non-chewing gum). Thirdly, each study which
investigated changes in orofacial function evaluated a different variable (masticatory efficiency [34];
EMG activity of masticatory muscles [35]; maximal bite force, mean bite force for 10 s, and endurance
time [36]; occlusal contact force and average occlusal contact pressure (N/mm2) [37]; and maximum
tongue pressure and cheek pressure [38]). Thus, these studies presented a higher heterogeneity
regarding the orofacial function variable. Fourthly, three [34–36] of the five studies which measured
orofacial function used the same study population, and therefore, they share the same study limitations,
such as the lack of a between-group analysis and a disproportional number of men and women in the
chewing gum and control groups. Fifthly, although most of the included studies reported the type
of gum (special hard chewing-gum), most of them did not provide any information about the gum
size, flavor, adherence, mouth side used to chew, and pace of chewing. Therefore, these limitations
potentially might limit clear conclusions given the limited available data on the topic. Furthermore,
clinicians must be careful when interpreting these results and applying them to their practice.
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Figure 2. Risk of bias summary. 1. Random sequence generation (selection bias); 2. Allocation
concealment (selection bias); 3. Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias); 4. Blinding
of outcome assessment (detection bias); 5. Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias); 6. Selective
reporting (reporting bias); 7. Other bias. Note: The judgement for each entry involved assessing the
risk of bias as ‘low risk’ (green), as ‘high risk’ (red), or as ‘unclear risk’ (yellow), with the last category
indicating either lack of information or uncertainty over the potential for bias [24].
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Given the limitations reported above, although chewing gum might be an easy oral intervention
method, further studies are needed and must improve their methodological quality, method of
assessment of orofacial and cognitive function to provide more information about the effects of chewing
gum training interventions in healthy individuals. Finally, different chewing gum training intervention
is needed to clarify if there is some training volume, training supervision by a therapist, time and pace
of chewing, as well as other key factors.

5. Conclusions

Chronic chewing gum training intervention has an unclear positive effect on cognitive and
orofacial function in healthy adults when compared to a non-exercise control group. Furthermore, as
most of the included studies did not randomize the participants to the control or chewing training group
and did not perform between-group analysis, it is necessary to exercise caution when interpreting the
present findings.
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